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ABSTRACT

This paper describes an innovative and
unique autonomous vehicle being developed at
the Lawrence Livemmre National Lakatmy
(LLNL) for versatile use m hostile environments.
Conventional vehicles used in decommissioning
and decontaminating, police activity, and
unmanned military operations typically me
designed with four-wheels or track in contact
with the environment. Although four-wheel and
track vehicles work wel~ they am limited in
negotiating saturated @ma@ steep hills and sotl
soils. The Spiral Track Autonomous Robot
(STAR) is a versatile and maneuvemble multi-
tcrrain mobile vehicle that uses the latest
available computer technology and two
Archimedes screws, in contact with the local
environment to intelligently negotiate a hostile
environment.

I. INTRODUCTION

suwessfd operations in hostile
environments are ckactmd

.
by mpid response,

minimal casualties, and minimal hsrdwam loss.
The highest risk to personnel typically occum
during the early phases of the opemtionsl efllxt
Theriak comes fiumthe chance of exposure to
unknown hazaxdous conditions in the hostile
environment. To help reduce the risk to
personnel and equipment during high-risk
missions, we are in the process of developing the
Spiral Tmck Autonomous Robot (STAR),
which can be fitted with multiple semsor
packages to complete a variety of desired
missions.

The modular mechankal design gives the
STAR several characteristics that distinguish it
from other vehicles such as jeeps, tanks, and
trucks. The STAR is compacg measuring 38
inches square and 30 inches h@; has a low
center-of-gravity, allowing the system to climb
steep termins not possible by current hostile

environmenthardwm, is lightweight weighing
175 lbs,; is highly maneuverable, allowing travel
in tight SPS=; and can be built fm under
$15,000.

Unlike conventional f--wheel or track
vehicles used by remediation teams today, the
STAR uses tWO Amhhwde s scmwa (one left-
hand and one right-hand screw) in contact with
the local environment to propel itself along the
ground. Rotating the screws in dlimnt
directions causes the system to move instantly in
four possible directions and to turn with a mm
turning radius. Versatility in directional travel
gives the system flexibility to opemte in
extremely restricted quartem not accessible by
much larger pieces of equipment. Furthermore,
the Archimedes screws am constructed of hollow
cylinders, which give the vehicle enough
buoyancy to negotiate saturated terrain as well as
rivers and streams.

The STAR is also equipped with a
complete on-board electronic control system and
wireless datafvideo links. The system is
responsible ibr high-level decision making,
motion control, autonomous path planning, and
execution. Wide the electronics enclosure is a
central processing unit motion controller and
sensor card. Uhsonic sensors are mounted
around the external perbtcr of the robot to
provide collision-avoidance capabilities during
remote and autonomous operation. All power is
placed on-board the system to allow for tetherless
missions involving distant travel.

The electronic control system,
communications hsrdware, and software provide
the STAR with enough intelligence and
capabilities to operate remotely or
autonomously, During remote operation, the
operator controls the robot from a remote station
using a wireless data link and control system
software resident in a laptop computer. The
operator is able to view the surrounding
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environment using the wireless video link and
Camem system. Remote operation mode is
desirable when personnel must enter an
unsecuredhostile environment that may contain
neIve gases, radiation, or possible ambush
attacks, Dmi.ng autonomous operation, the
operator specifies a start point and end-point and
allows the robot to accomplish the desired task
without any user assistance. In a hostile
environment autonomous operation works well
fbr cleaning up unexploded ordinances,
reconnoitering,and patrolling securedareas.

The cost of the STAR is dependent on the
sensor package attached. Mounted with the
Micropower Impulse Radar (MIR) landmine
detection technology developed here at LLNL,
the STAR becomes a low-cost sensor
deployment vehicle. When Ihther quipped
with chargeeupled device (CCD) video camema
and infiwed sensors fix multi-sensor operatiom
the STAR becomes a much more versatile and
dkctive landmiie detection system and
mom@mwe vehicle. Placement of radmtion
and gas seaaors transforms the STAR into a
coat4f&tive solution ibr unmanned radiation
detection in remote areas not easily accessible by
conventional fro-wheel vehicles. Equipped with
heat sensing technology and audio microphones,
the STARcanbe utilixed aaasearchandnacue
vehicle in fragile and hostile envimnmentse

The remainder of this paper will focus on the
details of the mechanical desi~ the on-bud
electronk control system, and the software.
System experimental results in field operationa
are discussed and a project status ia provided fix
the work done as of the date of paper submittal.

IL MECHANICAL HARDWARE
DESCRIPTION AND THEORY OF
OPERATION

The distinguishingclurwtedaticsof the
STAR are derived ~ the mechanical
constructionanddesignof thesystem. Thetwo
key mechanicalcomponentsare the frame
assemblyandthetwoArchimedesscrews.

The mechanicalh is madeof hollow
aluminumtubing welded togetherwith an
aluminum* plateon eachend. The hum
constructionprovidesa flatsutihceon whichthe
neceswy electronicsboxes canbe mountedto
thesystem. Useof hollow tubingto construct
theti alsoallowsdiversesensorpackagesto
be mountedon the STAR vehicle. Figure1
belowshowsa CAD drawingof the mechanical

fhme and associated electronics and power
boxes.

“\

Figure 1. CAD drawing of the mechanical fiam
with electronics and power boxes.

The second key mechanical component d
the STAR is the screw drive. Two Archimedes
screws, in contact with the local &maim serve as
the drive mechanism for the STAR. Constructed
of two hollow aluminum cylinders with welded
blades, the acmwa take advantage of ground
fbrcea to instantly change directions. Rotating
the screws in one of several diftkrmt rotational
combinations causes the system to instantly
translate and/or rotate as desired. Using the frme
vector analysis ahown in Figure 2 below, if both
the right-hd and left-hand-wrews are rotated in

I I

Q -mum
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F@re 2. Force vector analysis of Archimedes
acmwa.

the clockwise direction, then the vector fbmes
parallel to the screw axes are equal and opposite.

The result is that the vector forces parallel to
the screw axes cancel each other out and the net
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force is to the right as determined by the sum d
the two ibme vectors pwpendicular to the screw
axes. Similar analysis shows that finr
translational directions and two rotational
directions are possible,

The screw drive desi~ combined with an
aluminum hollow tubing CQnatmctiom gives the
system several design advantage over
conventional vehicles. Firs~ the tubular flaming
provides rigidity and weight savings. As
mentioned befbre, the hollow screw cylinders
provide buoyancy ftr negotiating saturated
temsins and eliminate the need fm a steering
mechanism. In additioz the design is scalable
to larger ador smaller vehicles as needed.
Finally, the modular design makes the system
easy to assemble and disassemble. Table 1
summarkes the physical chamckma“ticaofthc
STAR.

Table 1. Summary of STAR system parameters.

~

Length 38 inches
Width 38 inches
Height 30 inches

Weight 175 lb.
screw Pitch 4 inches

(Pitch can be adjusted
by replacing the screws)

III. STAR ELECTRONIC AND SOFTWARE
SUB-SYSTEMS

To achieve a high degree of flexibility in
opemting the STQ we &signed a complete
on-board electronic control _mti~udevv@
the ~ C~tro~~
The electronic system is composed of i
operationa motion control sub-systerq a wireless
Serialc ommunicstions linlG a navigational
subsystem including path planning aoftwsm and
collision-avoidance Iuudwam, operational mode.
control for tele-operation and autonomous
operatiom and a graphical user interface (GUI) h
simple operator control.

A. Operations Motion Control System

Motion control and robot operating status is
handled by the on-board computer system. The
system creates the necessary communications

packets, issues proper control signals
reads/stores sensor information and executes the
neceasq system software. The thee main
system components are a central processing unit,
a motion control board, and a timing cad h
sensor operation,

Responsible for the STAR’s intelligence, the
central processing unit controls and monitors all
of the robot sub-systems. The CPU is an Intel
486 -50 MHz processor located on an STD
amhitecture printed circuit board. All of the
system memory is contained on the CPU board
for total diskless operation.

Motor control signaling is performed by the
motion control board. The board has a 40 MHz
digital signal processor, analog-to-digital and
digital-to-analog convertew user inputioutput
line% PID control algori~ and its own C-
Chasedset of Waxy control functions, When a
control command is received fhxn the CPU, the
motion control board performs the low-level
servo control signaling to the motor aemo
amplifiers. Encoder inputs help to close the PID
control loop. For operating flexibility, the
control sofisvare algorithms allow the operator to
choose between PID closed-loop control,
mcemary fbr autonomous operatio% and open-
loop digital -to-analog control.’

The third board in the ekctronic system
chassis is a timing cad with nine 8259C
counters. The cmmteera am used in conjunction
with eight ukrasonic sensors to help sense
distance fix collision avoidance during travel.
Using software drivera, the counters am started
when an ultrasonic pulse is fired Once the who
is receiva the counter is stopped. Section C.3
on collision avoidance presents the details d
how the system senses distance using the
countem tionnation.

B. Wireless serial Communication Link

The RS-LAWl@ serial connection system,
developed by O’Niell Communications,
incorporates transparent serial communications
(RS-232) between a base station and the
STAR’s on-board computer system. The
wireless communication eliminates tethered
control of the roboL In addition, the wireless
communication system tnmafkra system data
from the STAR system to the human operator at
the base station. Communication is achieved

* RS-LAWN is a registered trademark of O-Niell

Communications.



through the use of a designed communications
protocol packet.

1. Protocol packet organization. The
information displayed to the operator on a
custom GUI is periodically updated by the
software when a designed protocol packet
containing the most current system data is
received. The packet is sent fiurn the on-bead
computer system to the base station via the
Wireless serial liio Once the base station
receives a pack~ the wmmunications software
checks to make sure that the packet was received
COrMctlyand illtiCt.Ifthe packet received is
goodj the base station computer accepta the data
and the associated information is displayed on
the GUI. The base station then transmits a reply
packet to the STAR on-bosrd computer system ,
not@ing it of proper packet reception. If the
packet was not received coxmcdy, the STAR on-
board computer will re-transmit the packet.

The packet of information is allocated 13
bytes. Table 2 at the top of the next column
explains the fimction of each of the 13 bytes
contained in the packet.

C, Navigational Subsystem

The STAR’s flexibili~ includes its
autonomous navigational capability.
Autonomous navigation requires that the robot
have a path planner, a system state description
and collision avoidance technology. This
section dewxiis the navigational requimmeats
and their implementation for the STAR vehicle.

1. Path planner. The path planner
allows the STAR system to autonomously
operate in and navigate through a hostile
environment. The path planner sotlware
provides STAR the decision making capabilities
h autonomous navigation including collision
avoidance. Moreover, the human operatorat the
base station does not huve to direct evay
sequential move in oder &u the STAR to
navigate firm one location to another. The
autonomous mode, therefomj allows the human
operator to eoncentmte on other tasks while the
STAR is nmning.

The path planner autonomously
generates a path for STAR to move from point A
to point B in an unknown, unmodeled
environment. The locations of obstacles and
mines are not predetermined. Themfom at the
stmi of operatiom the path planner does not
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know when and where in the minefield STAR is
located.

Table 2. Communications protocol packet h
the Spiral Tmck Autonomous Robot.

Byte # Function Explanation

D Attention Indicates new packet
1 Mode Determines the mode

of operation
2 State Indicates STAR state
3 Mine Notification bit for

mine detected alarm
4 Obstacle Notification bit for

obstacle detected
5 Battery Shows remaining

battery Me status
6 X High Most significant

commanded or current
X-position

7 x Low Least significant
commanded or current
X-position

B Y High Most significant
commanded or cunent
Y-position

9 Y Low Least significant
commanded or cunwlt
Y-position

10 Phl H@ Most significant
CQmrnandedor Currealt
orientation

11 Phi Low Least Signifhult
commanded or cument
orientation

12 checksum Least significant byte
of the sum of all other
bytes

may approach an obstacle or a mine. The path
planner cddates a path that depends on the
STAR’s ctumnt position and the goal position.
During m- the path plannerperiodically
receives infbnnation fiorn the obstacle and mine
sensors, and checks fix any detected obstacle or
land mine.

When an obstacle is &tec@ the path
planner will avoid collision with the obstacle, by
commanding STAR to move in such a way that
it does not collide with the obstacle. A&r
moving around the obstacle, the path planner
then calculates the new direction needed to
approach the desired final location. On the other
hand, when a mine is detected, the path planner
automatically commands STAR to stop in order
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for a human operator to take appropriate actions.
Once STAR is ready to move agah the path
planner nmrnea.

The path planner is baaed on a finite
state algorithm described in detail in the next
section of this paper, Figure 3 shows a state
diagmm of the path planner in the tele-operation
mode. And Figure 4 shows a state diagram cf
the path planner in the autonomous mode.
These two state diagrams illustrate the algorithm
of the path planner and show all of the possible
states of the STAR system.

2, System state description, For both
tele-opemtion and autonomous modes, the
STAR system resides in the Standing state at
the start of the operation (please see Figure 3 and
Figure 4). In additio~ the system goes back to
the Standing state once STAR has approached
its final destination.

Each state in the diagram causes the
STAR to move in a certain direction. The
STAR can pSS5 each StStemore than OIWA

However, as STAR passes fmrn one state to
another, it gets closer to ita goal location. Table
3 provides a description of each state.

)Ie3. Summarydescription of system states.

,tate Description

f’ANDING:4AawzSTARtostandstill

ORWARD:Cawu STARtomovefonvcrduntilm
ob8tcclcorrninci$(lcedcd

4CXM4RD:tiwes STARtMDOV~ backward
LGCKWISE OBSTACLE DETECTED: Cauxa STAR to

rot8te CbCkWi8C until fi?)nt u dur.
WN7ZRC!LOCKWISK OBSZACLEDETECTED:Carm

STARtorotctc countcrclcckwhcunti lfhnt
i8 dear.

rGHTBLOCXED FORWARD: CmrccsSTAR to move
fommrd~ ri@t is CkU.

WTBLOCK4%DFY)RW~: C8uca STAR b move
4brwcrduntil lc4ti8clcar.

WJNlERU0CKW4SE ?U WAL: &ma STAR to
mtctc Culntcdxhvk lo the d-ion

pointing tcwcrds tho god position.
WCXJF7SE It) GOAL:CmtscsSTARto rotate

dcdwisc to thedirectionpointingtowards
thegod pc8iticn.

O.FORWARD: Causes STARto mow forwarduntil
CornmMdis completed.

O. BACKWARD: Caw STARtomovebcchvuduntil
CQmrMndisCxUlr#CtUL

O. CLOCKWISE: Causes STARto rotateCkdWii ontil

Ccmmmd is completed.

O. COUNTERCLOCKWISE:Causes STARto rotato
countcrclcckwii unti commandu
Ccnlplctcd

Figure3, Tele-operation mode state diagram.

3. CMlision Avoidance. The STAR
system currently uses a total of eight ultrasonic
sensors for ita obstacle sensing modules. Three
obstacle sensors am mounted in fitmt of the
fkarne, three on the baclG one on the le~ and one
on the right Each aenaor consists of two
fundamental components: 1) the ukasonic
transducer, and 2) the ranging module
electronics. The tranadueer used in this system
is the Polaroid 600 Sties Environmental
Ultrasonic Tranaducer~ and the ranging module
is the Polaroid 6500 Series Sonar Ranging
Module. 3

The Polaroid ranging module is an
active time-of-flight (TOF) deviee, which
determines the range to target by measuring the
elapsed time between the transmission of an
ldtrSSOlliCwavefixm and the detectd eCh0.4 A
pulse of emitted energy 4ravels to a reflecting
objecg such as a tree blocking STAR during
navigation and is echoed back to a receiver.
The measured time repmaenta the dumtion
required to travel round-trip (i.e., out and back),
and is considered when calculating only the
distance to target The range sensing aoitwatc
uses the speed of sound in air and the time-of-
flight to compute the distance. Hence, the
collision avoidance software computes the rmmd-
trip d~tance (d) by multiplying the speed cf
propagation (v) and the time required to travel
the round-trip distance (t):

d=vt. (1)

D. Operational Mode Control

When operating the STAR in a diverse set
of hostile environments, the operator may wish
to perform other simultaneous duties, To allow
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Figure 4. Autonomousmode state dmgram

flexibility in operator responsibility and system
contil, the STAR has two progmmmed
Opemtionel modes: tele-cqxmtion end
autonomous operation. Thk section describes
the basic operational modos of the STAR.

1. Tele-operstion. TeIe-Opemtion Mode
usees the human operator to close the fecdbwk
control loop of the STAR system when
navigating through a minefield. The operator is

in complete control of the next direction to
which the robot will move. The operstor guidea
the robot by avoiding visible obstacles and
stopping when a mine is detected.

The operstor can tele-operate the STAR
by typing the next location and direction cf
STAR on the Grsphical User Interface (described
in Section E of this paper), or by using a
joystick. Tele-Operation mode is desirsble wbcn
the operator wants to scrutinize a apecfic area in
the minefield. For instance, the operator msy
wsnt STAR to sweep an area more than once to
investigate the underground cavity, in this case,
the operator would wsnt to opemte in Tele-
Operstion Mode.

2. Autonomous. In Autonomous Mode,
the humsn operstor doea not provide any
intelligence feedback or guidance to the robot

while it is navigating hm one location to
another. The path of the robot is autonomously
cont@red by the psth plsnner’. The path planner
essentially tskes the entire navigation control
away fimm the operator when the system is
operating autonomously. The path-plsnmr will
routinely receive feedbsck Ii_Om tie sensors
integrated into the systerm mtk than fmm the
operstor. The sensors, such as the obatscle and
mine sensmx, update the path-plsmmr at every
cycle of the resin control loop, informing the
path-planner whether there ia an obstacle or a
mine detected. WItb sll the information
necessary for the path-planner to d-t the robot
to the correct path, the robot is able to move
autonomously hm point A to point B without
colliding into obstaclea or mines. Autonomous
Mode is applicable fm this system when tie
operator wants the robot to autonomously sweep
a minefield and clear it of any lsnd mines, with
very little guidance.

E. Graphical User Interface (GUI)

The GUI is dewelopedto provide a user-
6iendly interface between the operator at the base
station, and the STAR system. The GUI is
essentially what the human opemtor sees end
uses while updating andlor operating the STAR
system.

‘ Tbe psth-plannex wss described in section C. 1.
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Figure 5. Closeup of the GUI uacd to operate tbe STAR vehicle

The GUI provides different information
about the STAR systcm to the human operator.
The information is displayed clearly to make the
inter!kcc U5er-ftimdly. F@re 5 contains
thepicture of the current Graphical User Inter&e
of the STAR system.

Below is a Ii.%? of the cument
information provided by the User Interface
● Mode of operation

Autonomous or Tele-opention
● State of STAR
. Mime Dctcctiou (Mwm.s if a mine is

detected.)
● Obstacle Detection

Total of eight slarms.
Afarms corresponding to which sensor
detcctcd the obstacle.

. Visible trace on a graph showing STAR’s
path ---

. Current location and orientation of STAR
Location in X and Y

. Motor Battery Power
Ahll’MS when ~OW

● Electomics Battery Power
Alarms when low

N, EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND
PROJECT STATUS

The STAR project has progressed in
muftiple phases. Phase 1 of the projecg
completed in August 1995, produced a “pmf*f-
concept” prototype used to veri& dmctioml
operation in bad soils, soft nails, sand, water,
mud and trcnchcs. F@rc 6(b) shows the W
prototype being operated in water. Phase 2,
currently in progress, has yielded a mdcsigncd
working prototype with remote telepresence.
P&es 6(a) and 6(d) ahow the redesigned
systcm dcscribsd in thk. paper. During Phase 3,
the STAR will be equipped with a differcndal
GPS system for autonomous operation and tie
MIR Ian&nine detection technology. Plans arc
also being developed fm integmting other sensor
paclmges.

Orientation in Degrees

2 The list cm be modified to add or remove
certain information if necessary.
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Figure 6. (e) Photo of Phase 2 STAR vehicle. (b) Phase 1 pmtotypc being operated in water to ti
buoyancy. (c) Chapbic artist rendering of STAR mounted with sensors in a rice paddy mine detection
experiment (d) Phase 2 STAR next to person shows relctive size of vehicle.

V. CONCLUSIONS

h this pa~r, the author described an
innovative and unique autonomous vehicle being
developed at the Lawrence Livermore Natioml
Laboratory (LLNL) h versatile use in hostile
environments. The Spiral Track Autonomous
Robot (STAR) is an electm-mechanical vtilcle
which uses two Archimedes screws, in contact
with the local termin, to move instantly in four
possible directions or to rotate with zero turning
radius. The modufar mechanical design gives
the system advantages over conventional feur-
wheel and track vehicles used teday. A complete
on-board computer system gives the system
enough intelligence to negotiate environments
autonomously. Complete te.therless datahideo
(video) and tetherless tele-operation links alao
allow the opcmtor to tele-operate the robat if
needed. Complete system control and status are
presented to the operator in an easy-to-understand
graphical user interface. Experiments have
shown the STAR to successfully negotiate hard
and sotl soils, sand, rocks, pavement, mud, md
water. Continued experiments and sensor
integration will make the STAR a low-cost
solution to hostile environment activity.
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